Yoga Awareness Rally at MANUU

Hyderabad:
Gearing up for International Yoga day tomorrow, students and staff of Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), Hyderabad organized an awareness rally for Yoga today in the campus.

They were holding playcards in their hands describing benefits of yoga and health marched from sports complex of the university to the neighbourhood locality of L&T Colony, Telecom Nagar.

According to Prof. Mohammad Fariyad, Coordinator NSS, National Service Scheme (NSS) Cell of MANUU, University is observing the International Day of Yoga in the campus as per the instructions of Ministry of HRD and UGC.

Renowned Yogacharya Dr. Ramakant Sahoo and his team will give a Lecture cum Yoga demonstration on International Yoga Day on 21st June at the Indoor Stadium in the campus.

International Yoga day will also be observed in other campuses and schools of MANUU by organizing lecture and other competitions for the participants.

A large number of faculty, students and other staff members participated in today's awareness rally for Yoga. Rally was organized by a committee constituted to observe Yoga day in the campus with the collaboration of NSS unit in MANUU. Prof. Mohammad Fariyad, Dr. Arshiya Azam, Principal ITI, Mr. Mujahid Ali, Mr. Amir Badr, Producer IMC, Mr. P. Habibullah, Asst. Registrar and other members of the committee and Students took part in the awareness rally. NSS Program Officer Mr. B. Bikshapathi proposed the vote of thanks.

(Note: News is being sent through email also.)
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